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Warping Wheels Update v2:
New features make Warping
Wheels the all in one color
grading plugin
What's new?
Saturation per Brightness Range - Skin Tone
Brightness - Sky Blue and Plant Green - Film
Contrast - LUT Export - Cross-host Presets - Toolbar
If you want to give your photos and videos a big
budget look without too much hassle, then Picture
Instruments now has a Warping Wheels update for
you. With this tool, all color grading can be done
quickly and professionally directly in Premiere, After Eﬀects or Final Cut Pro X, or even in
Photoshop. The unique features go far beyond simple color wheels and save the timeconsuming masking process. Even amateurs quickly find their way around the program.
Color wheels with special functions
Warping Wheels stands for color wheels of a new generation: Now it’s not only possible
to fine-tune the area of influence in terms of tonal value and spectrum for each color
wheel, but also to control the saturation separately, so photos and videos can optimally
be adjusted.
Protect and edit skin tones
In Warping Wheels, skin tones don't need to be masked in a complicated way via
secondaries, because the plugin provides simple controls to protect and edit skin tones
separately. The control for the skin tone brightness is new in version 2. This means that
the skin tones can now be fully adjusted with 3 sliders.
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Special controls for sky blue and plant green
The colors sky and plants often dominate outdoor shots, and their color processing is
often the key factor for the look of the footage. Thus these two color ranges have earned
their own controls in the new Warping Wheels version.
Film contrast for the fine tuning
The new film contrast, which can’t be compared to conventional contrast functions, gives
the footage the final kick. While lowering a normal contrast control makes your image look
boring and increasing normal contrast controls result in a very harsh contrast, the
Warping Wheels film contrast creates very pleasing filmic contrasts whether you want a
soft look or a crisp contrast.
Toolbar with cross-host presets & LUT export
In addition to the new features for color processing, Warping Wheels v2 now has a
toolbar that makes it possible to conveniently save all settings as a preset. A preset that
is, for example, saved in Photoshop can also be used in Premiere, After Eﬀects, or Final
Cut Pro X, or vice versa. The toolbar can also be used to export a look as a LUT, make a
before/after comparison or reset the whole plugin with just one button.
Website
www.pic-in.de/warpingwheels
Video
YouTube: https://youtu.be/11bxGnsAIfI
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/507104340
Host Software
The Warping Wheels plugin is available for Adobe Premiere, After Eﬀects, Photoshop and
for Final Cut Pro X.
Trial | Download
The Warping Wheels plugin can be downloaded from the product page via the
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Try|Download button: www.pic-in.de/warpingwheels. The trial version of Warping Wheels
runs indefinitely but places a watermark over the image.
To receive a free press license simply send an email to:
press@picture-instruments.com
Prices and availability
The plugin is available at $69 plus VAT if applicable and can be purchased in the
manufactures online shop: www.pic-in.de/warpingwheels.
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Link to the press page: www.picture-instruments.com/company/press.php
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